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Assessing value 

(1) Define what is “success” 

(2) Establish measures of success 

(3) Create systems and supports to measure 

(4) Collect data 

(5) Analyze progress toward success 

(6) Make adjustments, repeat 



+
What is Failure? 

http://eandt.theiet.org/magazine/2012/03/a-bridge-too-far.cfm  

+
What is Success? 

http://www.nih.gov  



+
What do we measure? 

(1) Creative discoveries 

(2) Innovative research strategies 

(3) Application of discoveries and strategies 

(4) Human and physical resources 

(5) Knowledge base in medical sciences 

(6) Integrity, accountability, and social responsibility 

+
Logic Model 

Mason, et al. (2013) Journal of Cancer Education 28:9-17 DOI: 10.1007/s13187-012-0444-yl       
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Outcomes: What discoveries has 
NIH funded? 

http://publicaccess.nih.gov/policy.htm  

+An industry-wide 
methodology for connecting 
scholarly publications to 
research funders  

Recommend: NIH should participate in FundRef and encourage participation 
by other funders. 
 

http://www.crossref.org/fundref/index.html  
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Outcomes: What “applications of 
discoveries” has NIH supported? 
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http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO
%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=17&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&S1=NIH.GOTX.&OS=govt/NIH&RS=GOVT/NIH  

Recommend: Work with USPTO to 
implement standards for collection 
of name and grant information 

+
Outcomes: Clinical trials 
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http://grants.nih.gov/clinicaltrials_fdaaa/faq.htm  

http://clinicaltrials.gov  

Recommend: implement 
standards for collection of 
name and grant information 



+
Outcomes: Who did NIH train? 

http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/
previous_issues/articles/2012_12_14/caredit.a1200136  

http://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2013/04/11/
taking-on-the-challenge-of-better-biomedical-
workforce-data/  

• Identification of all NIH-supported students and postdocs 
• Automated NRSA training tables 
• Develop a Fed-wide researcher profile system 
• Encourage adoption of unique persistent researcher IDs 

+
Tracking NIH-funded researchers 

http://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2013/04/11/taking-on-the-challenge-of-better-biomedical-workforce-data/  
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Encourage? Require? 

Import information 
from ORCID record 

Link grant application 
to ORCID identifier 

NIH ScienCV to 
pilot use of ORCID 
iDs this summer 

+
Recommend: Implement ORCID 

(1) Require use of ORCID IDs during the application process, link this to 
post-award outcomes reporting 

(2) Require use of ORCID iDs for all persons supported on a grant 

(3) Implement a workflow to post awarded grant information to a 
grantee’s ORCID record 

(4) Implement a workflow to allow researchers to search and link ORCID 
iDs to NIH grants in RePorter, and  

(5) Link and store ORCID iDs in IMPAC II PI profile records. 

(6) Encourage use of ORCID iDs by the USPTO and CT.org 

ORCID provides a free registry of unique 
and persistent researcher identifiers.  
ORCID serves as a switchboard to link 
researcher identifiers, affiliations, and 
research works.  
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Linking the who to the what: 
Attributing Value 

http://acd.od.nih.gov/dbr.htm  httpp httpp http httpppp http http http httpp httpp httppp httppp ht hh://a ://aa ://a ://aaaa :/:/:/cd.o cdccccccd.ni d.ni d.nnn d.n d.n d.nh.gog h.go h.gog h.goggggg h.g hgggggggggg h.gggv/dbr.htm 
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Summary  

 Enhance existing datasets to support their use in evaluation 
(e.g., ensure that name and evidence information is collected 
in a fielded manner and exposed through public APIs) 

 Work with other agencies to enhance existing datasets 

 Map out program goals and clearly articulate measures 

 Collect data (qual and quant) and test measures 

 Use data to adjust programs 


